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SILHOUETTES 

Shorter jackets with a CBL up to 70 - 75 cm are still very popular, but mid-length jackets with a CBL of 
77 to 82 cm are becoming increasingly important.
 
For the colder winter months, parka types ranging from CBL 85 to 104 cm are indispensable.
 
One new item category is lightweight vests in a material mix with corduroy and a casual cut.
 
Overshirts are all the rage and are available in the latest wool checks with corduroy collars, or in  
quilted corduroy.
 
Sophisticated high-class quilted jackets are available completely in wool and 90/10 down filling, or in a 
material mix with nylon and SORONA filling.
 
Hybrid jackets are still high in demand. So we‘ve combined quilting with technical wool, or with knitted 
sleeves in a masculine, striking, knitted look.
 
The silhouettes have been adapted. City and business styles are slightly more tailored, while outdoor 
styles, in contrast, are wider and more relaxed.

MATERIALS

Corduroy – An unquestionably trendy material.
It is combined as fancy corduroy with matt nylon or as elegant velvet corduroy with high-shiny nylon.
 
Made in South Korea
An innovative nylon/polyester microfiber material combines outstanding functionality with the  
demands of high fashion. It has a very pleasant, soft feel thanks to its slightly peached surface. The 
material is also very densely woven, making it very compact, water-repellent and quick-drying. This is 
why it is perfect for lightly padded jackets and parka types.

Another material variant (made in Korea) is a durable cotton blend with a slightly peached surface - ideal 
for parka types with a more natural cotton look.
 
High-comfort materials
For the lightweight models, nylon/stretch and a functional 3-layer nylon/stretch material with membrane 
are used. This is perfect for lightly padded functional jackets.

 
WOOL 

There‘s no denying the trend toward wool. That is why this material is offered in a diverse range of 
variants.
 
Unlined double-face wool is perfect for the transitional period between summer and the cooler seasons.
 
The Collection includes unlined double-face wool coats and overshirts in attractive color combinations.
 
Bonded wool (made in Italy), with a light check design, is semi-lined and unlined. - This fully meets the 
requirement for lightness.
 
The designs include expressive twill and herringbone looks and masculine wool checks.
 
Lightweight wool is quilted and filled with 90/10 down.
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PADDING

90% of the Collection is padded with DuPont SORONA AURA. Like with a 90/10 down filling, this 
insulation impresses with its lightweight feel and optimal warming properties. The padding contains 
renewable, plant-based raw materials.
 
10% of the Collection is padded with real down. We use RDS-certified down for this. The RDS (Respon-
sible Down Standard) was created to ensure the absolute well-being of animals. It defines binding mini-
mum standards for animal welfare, and in doing so ensures the ethical production of down.
 
Lightly padded segments are becoming increasingly important due to changes in climate.
 
More heavily padded segments are becoming less important. The proportion of more heavily padded 
jackets has been adjusted accordingly.

NEW CLOTHING ARTICLES 

One new article is a quilted jacket made of wool. 
 
Of particular note is a reversible jacket in the Pre-Collection: the outside is made of functional 3-layer 
nylon/stretch material that has a membrane. The inside features an elaborate, heat-pressed quilted 
design.
 
Corduroy is a major material trend of the new season.
 
Functionality and the demands of high fashion design are perfectly combined in an innovative nylon/
polyester microfiber material.
It has a very pleasant feel thanks to its slightly pebbled surface.
The material is also very densely woven, making it very compact, water-repellent and quick-drying.

COLORS 

Brightness is still very important, but the palette is also complemented by warmer, slightly more intense,  
natural shades: Cream and beige are complemented by a warm camel shade.
 
The Neutrals
This color group is dominated by different shades of grey and olive.
All-time classics like navy and black are essential.
 
Trend colors
Black, fir green and a warm terracotta are our defining trend colors of the new season.
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